
 

Pidilite Hobby Ideas Changing Lives of Women 

~ Inspiring and motivating the hidden entrepreneurs in them 

Hobby Ideas, from the stable of Pidilite Industries- India’s only arts, crafts and hobby retail chain, has 

been empowering thousands of women across the country by encouraging and training them in various 

arts and crafts thus providing them with earning opportunities. It runs various programs such as Hobby 

Idea Teacher certificate course through which women are trained and placed in various schools as arts 

and crafts teachers. Women have this opportunity to become self employed and independent. 

Women are making it large by transforming their love and passion for art and hobby in to their 

profession. Women, who were housewives or even the ones who were working left their existing career 

to pursue their interest and enthusiasm for arts and crafts. They created an independent and 

prosperous future for themselves and their associates, by taking up activities that they are truly 

passionate about. 

For instance, Rajashree Nedungadi’s story can in many ways qualify for a modern day fairy tale. The 

story turns many a paradigm on its head. After pursuing a masters degree from Mumbai university in 

economics, an early marriage and two kids in quick succession brought to an end what would possibly 

have been another successful yet predictable professional career in the world of hi-finance. Today her 

credentials include art therapy sessions for leading corporate houses, art and craft training in leading 

schools, professional institutes, art judge for competitions, among other things. Her featuring on 

national television on channels like Times Now, Cnbc, Star tv ensures her instant recognition. She has 

also authored a book on Pichwai paintings, an art form from Rajasthan and published numerous articles 

for popular publications . 

Meena Arora from Delhi, has been with Pidilite since 2005. She was one of the participants of their 

mega workshop, where her adeptness in art & craft came into limelight and quickly acknowledged by 

the Hobby Ideas company person. Hobby Ideas offered her the role of hobby teacher. 

Mandeep Rooprai, after graduation started her career as a corporate trainer, but  some sort of spark 

was missing in it. So she left the job. She was interested in art and craft. Her passion took her to a level, 

where she started a small hobby centre at her place. She took training from Fevicryl Hobby Ideas 

Teacher training course. Now, 5 years later, she is a well established trainer and teacher. She is 

respected and known for her craft work. 

Guneeta started suits painting as a pastime with excellent flair for painting. She left her job as a lecturer 

from BBK DAV College to pursue suits painting only. With time she has developed a boutique and now is 

running a successful business with a team of karigars.  

Jayashree Narayanan of Chennai is a gifted artist. She owns her own company M/S HASTHASHRI ARTS & 

CRAFTS  imparting training to ladies. Initially she was doing more of fabric painting was introduced the 

world of Crafts by Hobby Ideas and helped her to adopt a full fledged career in  arts and crafts. What 

began as an hobby has now become a passion for her. She has conducted a good number of mega 



 

events for schools and college students and one of them entered in Limca Book of Records. A couple of 

years ago, she introduced an Instant Rangoli in the market which was exclusively made using the Fevicryl 

Hobby Ideas Glass Colours and decorated which gained good appreciation and valued customers both in 

India and abroad. 

 



 

 

 



 

Dr. Fixit bags its project for its first Low Energy Consumption 

(LEC) structure 

~ First of its kind LEC structure in Mahape, Mumbai in association with L&T Automation 

Division 

Mumbai, January 24, 2014: Dr. Fixit, the construction and waterproofing expert, from the 

house of Pidilite Industries Ltd have got into an association with L&T Automation Division 

and bagged project for the first ever Low Energy Consumption (LEC) structure in Mahape 

spread over 3500 sq mt. 

Dr Fixit LEC is a green and sustainable waterproofing and insulation system for roofs and 

walls, based on a layered built up system that permanently water proofs and walls from 

rain lash, hot and cold temperatures and in turn, leads to high energy savings. 

 Known for its pioneering work in the field of waterproofing and construction chemicals, Dr. 

Fixit has lead the way with new product innovations, unique marketing campaigns, and 

wide spread dealer network. 

Mr. Sanjay Bahadur-Global CEO, Construction Chemicals, Pidilite Industries said, 

“With Global temperatures risen significantly over the years, weather elements like sun and 

rain play havoc with life and durability of concrete construction. The problem gets 

compounded in Urban Living Spaces which are characterized by concrete construction 

clusters. With the increasing consumer interest in buying environmentally friendly 

products and the growing popularity of green building standards, the market for low and 

zero VOC has experienced growth. We are delighted to get into an association with L&T for 

this project. We hope that LEC systems will go a long way in ensuring green structures.” 

 

The project is led by Mr. Patil, GM projects with a team of 5 senior managers and engineers 

from L&T 

 

About Pidilite Industries Ltd. 

 

Pidilite Industries Limited has been a pioneer in consumer and specialties chemicals in 

India. Over two-third of the company’s sale come from products and segments it has 

pioneered in India. Its product range includes Adhesives and Sealants, Construction and  

 

Paint Chemicals, Automotive Chemicals, Art Materials, Industrial Adhesives, Industrial and 

Textile Resins and Organic Pigments and Preparations. Most of the products have been 

developed through strong in-house R&D. Pidilite is also growing its international presence 



 

through acquisitions and setting up manufacturing facilities and sales offices in important 

regions around the world. Fevicol is now the largest selling adhesives brand in Asia.  

About CC Division 
 

Construction Chemicals Division of Pidilite offers a wide range of applications such as 

Waterproofing, Repair Solutions for existing structures and Tile Fixing Solutions. Also it 

offers host of other applications like Exterior Coatings, Sealants, Concrete Admixtures, 

Floorings and Grouts to satisfy all construction related problems.  

Pidilite is dominant player in Construction Chemical Industry and the market leader in 

Retail Segment. Hitherto, the competitors were focusing only on projects. But Pidilite has 

changed the industry paradigm when it forayed in retail segment. This step ensured that 

latest in Construction Chemical technology was made available to the common man. The 

company further enhanced its customer centric policies by being the first in the industry to 

start an in-house Technical Services Cell, which assists customers in diagnosing the 

problem and selecting the right product. 

All these efforts are supported by Cutting Edge R&D centers (in India & Singapore), manned 

by an excellent pool of professionals and state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. Today, Dr. 

Fixit is exported in 20 countries and has been launched in Thailand; UAE & Singapore 

through Pidilite’s wholly owned subsidiaries. 

For proper and correct application of the product, Pidlite has trained Waterproofing 

applicators on the usage of these products.  For further assistance end customers can call 

Dr. Fixit Advice Centre’s toll free number for expert advice: 1800 209 5504 or mail at 

drfixitadvice@pilmail.com 

 

 



 

 

 


